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First witness statement of HN347
Date signed: 14 October 2019

I N THE MATTER OF THE PUBLIC INQUIRY INTO UNDERCOVER POLICING

I, 1"--757171c/o Designated Lawyers (UCPI), PO Box 73779, London WC1A
9NL, WILL SAY AS FOLLOWS:
1. This witness statement is made in response to a Rule 9 request dated 4 July
2019 and amended on 19 September 2019. It provides my full recollection of
m y deployment as an

undercover police officer within the Special

Demonstration Squad ("SDS") of the Metropolitan Police Service ("MPS").

2. I am known in this Public Inquiry by the nominal HN347. There is a Restriction
Order in force in respect of my real name dated 9 October 2018. When I was
an undercover police officer ("UCO"), my rank was Detective Constable and
when I retired it was Detective Sergeant.

Personal details

i 2 i

3. My full name is

OEMS

and my date of birth is 1 in the 1940s
•

Police career before and after serving with the Special Demonstration Squad
4. I joined the MPS

I have been shown (MPS-0722811) and
1 51
asked whether in fact I joined I on a different date This is incorrect. That is the
mid 1960s
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6:

date I was posted to

police station. The correct date is stamped

in the box named date of joining which is located on the top left of the document.

! 7i

5. I joined Special Branch

For admission I had to sit an

exam in Mathematics and English as well as write an essay. I also had an
interview.

6. I was posted to

I have

been asked why my risk assessment ("RA') stated that I was posted to
la!

prior to joining the SDS. That is
incorrect. In fact, my RA is riddled with inaccuracies which I will address further
below.
-1 111
differed enormously from the SDS. At

7. The work in

the hours were normal office hours. Further, I was at all times
identified as a police officer. I had not done any undercover policing or work
using a cover identity prior to joining the SDS.

8. Before I describe my time in the SDS I would like to emphasise that my
deployment was some 48 years ago and I simply cannot recall some details.

Selection for the Special Demonstration Squad
9. I cannot recall the first time I heard about the SDS. At the time I joined I think
that there was only 364 people in Special Branch. As such I must have heard
about the SDS through word of mouth.
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10.1 cannot recall exactly how I was recruited to the SDS. I suspect that I may have
been asked by DCI Phil Saunders and DI

HN294

Both are now

deceased. I think I joined in 1971.

1 1. 1 think that part of the selection criteria was that ldid not look like a typical police
E.14.]
li3A1
officer, I have a distinctive
.=accent and
management
did not want to have any flamboyancy or flashness,
1:15 i

12.1 cannot recall if either DCI Saunders or DI H N294 spoke to me about what
the work would entail or what impact it would have on my family life. I was
married at the time and I think that both my managers knew that fact. I do not
think that the managers spoke to my wife. I have no comp1aints about this. The
pastoral care was excellent. Both DCI Saunders and DI

ere laid back

i ndividuals which I found helped and was the correct approach to managing
UCOs

1 3. 1 joined the SDS because it sounded like an interesting opportunity.

Training and guidance in the Special Demonstration Squad
14.1 cannot recall if I underwent any formal or informal training before I was
deployed. I have been asked if I spent some time in the back office preparing
m y legend but I cannot recall doing this. I presume that this must have
happened.

1 5. 1 have been shown a document titled "Informants who take part in crime"(MPS0727104). I cannot remember if this specific document was shown to me, or
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whether I was informed of its contents. I presume I was, because I recall being
told that under no circumstances was a UCO permitted to engage in criminal
activity.

16.1 cannot recall if I was given any specific advice, guidance or instruction on how
far it was acceptable to become involved in the private lives of those that I met
while undercover or how close my relationship with them could be. Nor can I
recall if I was given instruction whether it was acceptable to enter sexual
relationships whilst deployed; participation in or provoking criminal activity;
what to do if arrested; or if brought before a Court; legal professional privilege
or any ethical or legal limitations. The guidance was to use common sense.

17.1 have been asked about whether guidance or training was repeated or
refreshed during my deployment. Every week 1 would have a meeting with
management where they would offer guidance. Aside from that there was no
formal re-training.

Undercover identity
18. My name whilst deployed undercover was Alex Sloan. I have been shown and
asked about my closed Risk Assessment where paragraph 4.4 states that I
researched the identity of a deceased child with a specific name. This is
factually incorrect and not what I told the risk assessor. I note, and agree with,
the risk assessor's hand written note where he has recorded "No" to the
q uestion at paragraph 2.7 which reads "Whether the name of a dead child was
used".
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:17:

19

Details how and why HN347 decided on his cover name

20.1 cannot recall any guidance or instruction about creating a false identity but I
certainly was not told to go to Somerset House and find a deceased child's
name. I never discussed the practice of using real individuals' identities with
any of my SDS colleagues.

21. 1 do not know who came up with the use of deceased children's identities or
names as a practice. I was not aware of it until the Inquiry started. I do not know
of any officer who used a deceased child's identity or name as part of their
undercover legend.

22.1 believe that my undercover persona was sufficiently developed to include a
cover background. My background was that I had come
to London to look for work

23.1 have been referred to a document titled Identity and Background (MPS0724119). It reflects my recollection as to how I created my identity. I obtained
employment documents and a rent book. I did not have a provisional driving
licence, or library cards, or pay slips.
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Cover employment
24. My cover employment was that I was a car mechanic.
It was organised so that if anyone rang, the mechanics would say
that 1 worked there. I never visited it or worked there. The days 1 purported to
201

have worked there, I spent at home in my real identity with my wife.

Cover accommodation
25.1 had cover accommodation in Sutherland Avenue, Maida Vale. I think that my
meeting with the letting agent was the first time that I used my cover identity. I
cannot recall how I paid. It was a bedsit where I stayed alone. I never lived
anywhere else.

Legend building
26. My ordinary appearance was that I had short hair and was clean shaven. I grew
a beard and long hair to alter my appearance. I never visited any places or
people in order to prepare myself for being Alex Sloan. I assume that I lived for
a while in my cover identity but I cannot remember. I had access to a vehicle
that management procured, but I never used it because I lived near the tube
station.

Deployment
27. 1 was tasked to infiltrate the Irish National Liberation Solidarity Front ("INLSF").
I 21

This was the only group that 1 was tasked with infiltrating.
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28.The membership status was an informal one. I was part of this Group in 1971.
Again this is another mistake in my RA where it states that I was deployed from
1971 — 1973. It was only 1971. I cannot remember exactly how I became a
member of the group. I think that I just turned up at meetings.

29. 1 have been shown a number of reports. These reflects the reporting which 1
recall providing. There are no groups, individuals or periods in respect of which
I believe that there is a significant quantity of missing intelligence reports.

30.1 was tasked by DCI Saunders and DI _HN294 I cannot remember how or
where they communicated the original tasking. I presume that it was in New
Scotland Yard. I cannot recall how long that 1 was told that I would be placed
on the unit.

31.1 was tasked to get intelligence by reporting on meetings and to obtain any
information as to public order. It soon became obvious that the INLSF weren't
a group that were going to carry out bombings or any other serious criminal
activity. The INLSF would go to demonstrations to make noise and give
speeches.

32. 1 never had contact with the Security Service or any other organisation.

33. My tasking stayed the same during my deployment. I did not have any scope
to influence my own tasking. I was there to infiltrate the group and report back
on what was being discussed at meetings. I do not recall covering matters that
I had not specifically been tasked to obtain intelligence on.
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Senior management and oversight bodies
23i

34.The names of those in charge were DCI Saunders and DI ris72
i- 9-41. There were
no changes in this regard during my brief time in the SDS.

35.There were no other managers in my chain of command serving in the SDS. I
cannot recall if there were any administrative staff serving in the SDS during
m y time on the unit.

36. I routinely had contact with both my managers. We would have a meeting every
[241
Monday at another deployed officer's
cover accommodation. It
25i

was

in west London

It was akin to a safe house and was large enough to accommodate
the SDS.

37.A11 UCOs and managers would attend the meeting. The subjects that were
discussed tended to be information about one's respective group and any
welfare issues. It also was useful to find out what other groups were planning.
There were no specific arrangements for welfare monitoring but meeting helped
with morale. I suspect that I would have also submitted my expenses at this
meeting.

38.1 cannot remember how I would produce the intelligence reports. I cannot
remember typing them nor writing them longhand. I know that

not produce
25A!

the appendices because I did not have access to the

MRF numbers. 1
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presume that I did not write them because this would have increased the risk
that I would be exposed. I certainly did not have a daily diary.

39.Icannot remember if management brought photographs to the meetings for me
to identify certain individuals.

40.Ialso would call the office on payphones if I had anything that needed updating.

41. 1 cannot remember any specific or general responses by the managers to my
reporting

42.The SDS also had an office at New Scotland Yard. I never attended once I was
deployed for obvious reasons.

43.1n terms of an average week, 1 would attend the SDS meeting on a Monday.
Tuesday and Wednesday, I would purportedly be working as a mechanic but
actually I would be at my real home. On Thursday I would sell the INLSF paper
in Irish pubs in Hammersmith. On Friday, I would do the same in Kilburn, I think
a pub called Goltymore. We would attend demonstrations on Saturday or drive
u p to perhaps Coventry or Birmingham to sell more papers. On Sunday we
would have the INLSF meeting. They used to have the meeting in a private
room but the group soon ran out of cash and we went to Ed Davoren's flat in
Golders Green.

44.1t differed enormously to my other work in Special Branch. From Thursday to
Monday I did not go home whereas in other roles I would keep normal office
hours.
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45. My take home pay was not affected by working on the SDS. I was not allowed
to take overtime. All I got was a small allowance for sundry expenses. No other
factors affected my take home pay.
!26!

46.1 cannot remember if I spoke to

either

before I infiltrated into that group or during my deployment with that group.

47. 1 have been shown a number of reports between 13 January 1971 and 27
August 1971. I presume that I am the author of all of them because my name
appears on the reports. I cannot recall specifically how these reports came
about as detailed above.

48.The INLSF did not endorse, encourage, instigate, facilitate, or participate in
violence during my deployment.

49.The INLSF did not do anything to subvert Parliamentary Democracy in the
U nited Kingdom. It was a political, rather than a terrorist, group.

50.1 have been asked how deeply I infiltrated the INLSF. The reality is that the
I NLSF was a small organisation with perhaps 16 or so members. I was
therefore able to report on their activities quite easily.

51. 1 was not specifically tasked to record the names, addresses, descriptions and
photographs of members of the INLSF. I did so because it was intelligence
about the group. I do not know what purpose this information was used for — I
presume it was passed to the Security Service and relevant police departments.
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52. 1 have been shown a memorandum i MPS-0728971 I which suggest that the
SDS coverage of the INLSF ended principally due to its fragmentation.

53. 1 recall that the INLSF finished not long after I left but I cannot be sure. My
deployment ended because of my potential compromise as detailed below. I do
i27!
not think any officer replaced me. I think the anarchists
were the groups that concerned management most.

54.1 have been shown a report dated 2 February 1971 (MPS-0739491). I have
been asked why I made a reference to the INLSF's solicitor!

Privacy

I was tasked to report on collating information. It was mentioned in the meeting
and I reported on it. I did not type up the appendix

55. 1 have been shown a report dated 10 March 1971 (MPS-0739483) which reports
that there was to be a public meeting at Islington Town Hall on 15 March 1971.
I cannot recall if I attended the latter meeting. I cannot recall what happened at
that meeting or if I played a part in preparation for that meeting. I cannot recall
discussing the forthcoming meeting with any of my group or members of the
McCarthy family.

56. I have also been asked about a further report dated 10 March 1971 (UCPI0000007796). I note that pages 1 and 2 are substantially the same but is
stamped Box 500. I have been asked why paragraph 2 is between inverted
commas. This appears to be a common feature of the reports bearing my name.
The reason why is because that is a quotation mark signifying that the
information has come from a source.
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57.1 do not know if the local police were alerted to the planned protest meeting
because I was not responsible for the dissemination of my reporting.

58. 1 cannot recall if 1 received any feedback from my superiors, or anyone else,
including the Security Service about this report or any other reporting about the
1 NLSF's support for the Stephen McCarthy campaign.

59.1 have been shown a Temporary Minute Sheet and associated report dated 23
.28!
March 1971 (MPS-0739487). I have no idea what role DI 17537 had at the
time. It is the first time that I have seen his name for years, his first name was
i 29i

1 TNó

é1

I see that he is signing for the Chief Superintendent on (MPS-i 0739486

on the same day.

60.The reference to A8 in the report is the uniform branch for public order. "N"
Division is the Islington area. I do not know for what purpose the minute was
being circulated to each of the persons on the copy list. Similarly, I have been
asked why the information side-lined by the letters "A" and "B" was recorded on
the Special Report. I do not know. The reason why the information was
recorded was that it was intelligence about the INLSF's activities. I cannot recall
the Revolutionary Co-ordinating Committee referred to in the report. I cannot
recall being given any feedback either positive or negative by anyone in
authority in relation to this report. I do not know what, if any, action was taken
by the police or anyone this report was relayed to in response to it.

61. 1 have been shown a report dated 14 April 1971 (MPS-0739488). I do not know
why the 1NLSF was passing information about Irish politics to the Chinese
Legation.
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62.1 have been shown a report dated 21 April 1971 (MPS-0739490). The INLSF
wanted to keep the location of their meetings secret because they wanted them
to be private.

63. 1 have been shown a report dated 5 May 1971(MPS-0739317). I have been
asked why the information at paragraph 7 has been included. I was tasked to
report on meetings and reported on everything that was discussed. I was tasked
to gather intelligence. I do not know if any person was prosecuted for criminal
libel. If there was a prosecution, I did not play any part. I do not know whether
Mr Davoren acted on his remarks within the report.

64.1 have been shown a report dated 16 July 1971 iUCPI0000007822L

; 29A ;

. I reported intelligence. Further, as stated above, I did not write the
appendix and therefore do not know why the Provisional IRA is not listed as a
group there. I could guess and say that Privacy

because ! 29A

;

he was an undercover officer or that he was an informant but it would be pure
speculation on my part.

65. 1 have been shown a report dated 27 August 1971 (UCPI000007824). I do not
know why my name is in brackets at the end of the report. I presume that I was
the reliable source referred to at the start of the document. I must have obtained
the names and addresses listed in this document, but I do not recall how.
Special Branch kept this information because it was intelligence about the
group. I cannot recall ever being instructed to seek out and obtain membership
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lists or mailing lists but it was obviously part of my remit. The Irish National
Liberation Front is the same group as the 1NLSF. My deployment did end at
around this time. I have been asked "is it a coincidence that the final report
bearing my name specifies who is on a mailing list or not" — I cannot recall
gathering this intelligence.

66.1 did not witness or participate in any public disorder whilst serving undercover
with the SDS. I did attend demonstrations. I remember attending a
demonstration near St James' where Ed Davoren asked me to give a speech.
! recognised a uniform officer policing the demonstration who would have been
able to identify me. 1 said to Ed Davoren that I could not give a speech because
I was too nervous when in fact I did not want to be recognised. The
demonstration continued and I did not have to give a speech.

67.1 did not witness or participate in any violence to people or property whilst
serving undercover with the SDS.

68.1 understood at the time of my deployment that Special Branch had a role in
reporting violence and subversion.

69. None of the activity that I witnessed when undercover was subversive. I do not
know why my reporting was copied to the Security Service. I never had any
direct contact with the Security Service.

70.1 never had any sexual activity whilst in my undercover identity. 1 did not have
any close personal relationship with any person in my group. Nor did I assume
any position of trust. All I did was to sell newspapers.
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71.1 never participated in, or provoked, encouraged or caused any person to
engage in any criminal activity. lwas never arrested, charged, tried or convicted
of a criminal offence. lwas never involved in any way in my undercover identity
in any other legal proceedings or in any complaint against a police officer.

72.0ther than the matters covered earlier, I never received or became aware of
any materially that might be considered as legally privileged information whilst
I was deployed.

73. 1 did not report on elected politicians.

74.1 understood that the intelligence that I gathered was disseminated to the
Security Service and the police.

75. 1 have been asked what contribution my reporting made to policing. I am simply
unable to quantify it because I do not know what happened to my information.

76.1 was never confronted with my birth certificate or confronted about my identity
whilst deployed undercover.

77.1 was withdrawn due to a confrontation. I was at the flat of Edward Davoren for
a meeting. Two members of the group stated that I was a 'pig'. The only credible
reaction was to grab one of the members of the group and escalate the
situation.

78.1 also become aware that I was being followed by a member of the groups. I
remember travelling to my cover flat and being aware that I was tracked.
Davoren spoke to me privately saying that he never once suspected that I was
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an undercover officer. I reported the incident to my managers and a decision
was made to end my deployment. This was in 1971.

79.1disappeared from my group. Idid not maintain any contact with those on whom
I was reporting.

80. Upon reflection it was unfortunate that I was placed in that group. They were
30

very nervous about UCOs

81.1 recall senior managers visiting the SDS during my tour of duty but I cannot
remember who. I did not recall any person from an outside body visiting the
SDS.

82. 1 never received any commendation for my work in the SDS.

Deployment of contemporaries
:31:

83. I did not serve in the SDS
Conrad Dixon, HN343, Dave Fisher, HN345, HN342 and HN344

84.1 served in the SDS with:
H N332, Phil Saunders, HN294, HN298, HN338, HN326, HN45,
H N339, HN68, Jill Mosdell, Barry Moss and HN340

85.1 cannot remember if I HN336 lwas deployed at the same time as me. It might
have been before.
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F341
86.1 do not know if I Conrad Dixon, Phil Saunders, HN332, HN294, HN338 or HN344 1
used a cover name.
1 35!

but I do not know which group

87. My service overlapped with
he infiltrated.

:36:

88. 1 do not know if Dave Fisher used a cover name. I think I

HN68

Mwas a

member throughout the time I was in the SDS, but I am not sure.

89. Jill Mosdell must have used a cover name whilst working for the SDS because
she was deployed. I do not recall into which group.

90.As far as I know, none of my contemporary UCOs committed a criminal offence.
I would have reported them.

91. Similarly, I do not know if they provoked, encourage or caused a third party to
commit a criminal offence. I do not know if any of my contemporaries engaged
in sexual activity with others in their cover identity.

92.1 do not know if my contemporaries whilst deployed were arrested, charged,
tried or convicted in their undercover identity. I do not know if any of my
contemporaries whilst deployed were involved in incidents of public disorder,
violence or other criminal activity. I do not know if any of my contemporary
undercover police officers, whilst deployed, reported on any legally privileged
information. I do not know if any of my contemporary undercover police officers,
whilst deployed, reported on the activities of any elected politicians.
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93. My contemporaries achieved much for the benefit of policing. The intelligence
meant that demonstrations were policed effectively and efficiently as well as
countering subversion.

94.1 do not know what my contemporaries achieved to assist the Security Service
in its work.

Post Deployment
95. 1 left the SDS in 1971. My risk assessment is incorrect in this regard. I cannot
[171
recall if I had a gap in between my deployment and starting at lipw. postin
1971. I shaved and cut my hair to its previous length.

96.1 was not debriefed by anyone. There was no need for this because of the
weekly meetings and my reporting.
1381

97.After the SDS I was posted to
This was deliberate because there was no regular contact with
members of the public. It was a given that one would not be placed in protection
work. In any event, 1 had not undertaken the bodyguard course.
39

98.
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99.1 never knowingly used SDS product after my deployment finished.

100.

I retired in 2004 as a Sergeant after ne4aorI y years' service in the MPS.

101.

I have been asked whether I had security concerns arising from having
1.40Aj

I did not because my

worked in the SOS

appearance changed significantly from when I was deployed. Further, London
is a large place and the likelihood of bumping into one of my group was very
small.

102.

Working as a UCO had no long-term effects on my welfare.

103.

There were no formal welfare or support services within the MPS. I did

not need any welfare support.

Undercover work in the private sector
1 04.

I was not given any instructions or guidance of any kind about working

undercover in the private sector. I did not work after leaving the police.

Any other matters
105.

There is no other evidence that I wish to give.

Request for documents
106.

I have no documents or other information that is potentially relevant to

the Inquiry's terms of reference. Nor has my memory been refreshed by any
document.
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Diversity
107.

I am a white British male.

I believe the content of this statement to be true.

Signed:
Dated:
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